
 
 

 
September 9, 2021  
Corn 
Corn still can’t manage to close higher as fund liquidation continued pushing it lower 
to close down .0025 at 5.10 for December futures. Corn made a new low for the 
move and tested the 200DMA, a level it has not closed below in over a year but 
managed to bounce off of ahead of tomorrow’s report. Seems the market is setting 
up for a big move tomorrow and could go either way. Ethanol production for the 
week averaged 923,000 barrels per day which is up 1.99% vs last week, but down 
1.91% the same week a year ago. Farmer selling continues to be light and we see 
more and more reports of farmers starting harvest.  We also see more and more 
exporters coming back online and loading vessels. This has CIF basis ripping back 
with September up 18 cents, October up 8, and November up 7 today with domestic 
basis in the north very strong as well. Conab out this morning and as expected 
lowered Brazil's corn crop again to 85.75MMT down from 86.65MMT last month and 
compared to 102.6MMT a year ago while also reducing exports 1.5MMT at 
22.0MMT. USDA export sales tomorrow are estimated to be negative 100,000 to 
plus 50,000MT for 20/21 and 600,000-1,200,000MT for 21/22 compared to 300,837 
MT for 20/21 and 1,159,541MT a week ago. 
Beans 
Beans defensive on the day with SX down 9c to 1270 1/2.  Spreads rebounded 1 – 1 ½ c with news that some of gulf elevators 
now have electricity and expectations of loadings to resume.  The daily sales showed a flash of 132,000 mt to China.  China 
bean imports for August from Brazil were 4.513 mmt which is a 6-month low.  China has purchased 50.01 mmt from 
Brazil.  The current vessel lineup in Brazil shows just under 3 mmt to all origins.  Rosario Grain Exchange slightly lowered 
21/22 bean production to 48.8 mmt (49mmt previous).  All eyes on report tomorrow with no real fireworks expected for beans 
with surprises probably coming in corn and wheat.  Old crop carryout is expected to grow to 166 mil with new crop up to 
190.  Bean export sales are expected to be a negative 100,000 to positive 50,000 for old crop and 1.0 to 1.6 mmt for new 
crop.  Meal sales are expected to be 0 – 100,000 for old crop with 75,000 – 300,000 mt for new crop.  Oil is expected to be 0 
– 10,000 for old crop and 0 – 12,000 for new crop. 
Wheat 
The wheat complex was not only lower but it led the grains down with WZ 17 ¼ lower at 6.92 ¼, KWZ down 22 at 6.82 ¾, 
and MWZ down 22 at 8.72 ½. Last week’s managed money long was 8000 contracts for CME and 47,000 for KC. It is assumed 
that liquidation of those positions is a key factor in the selling with all three markets seeing Dec futures drop below key 
supportive moving averages. Yesterday saw 3 mmt added to the Australian crop estimate with 1.7 mmt added to Canadian 
stocks, that on top of North American spring wheat priced at $410 mt Fob the PNW is priced well above other world wheat 
with the exception of US White Wheat which is a slight premium to spring wheat. Japan bought 422,573 mt of with 211,560 
mt US and the balance Canada and Australia. The Philippines are thought to have bought over 100,000 mt, The Saudi’s are 
tendering for 360,000 mt of milling quality, Morocco 364,000, and Tunisia 100,000. World buyers are obviously finding this 
price attractive. Trade estimates for tomorrow’s WASDE have the US carryout at 616 mbu, down 9 with the world carryout at 
279 mmt which reflects little change versus the August number. Weekly export sales estimates are 200,000 to 450,000 mt. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  Oct 
Corn Cif Nola  73+Z 73+Z 
Truck Hennepin 7-Z 21-Z 
Truck St Louis 10-Z 1+Z 
Iowa Interior UP NB NB 
Columbus CSX 15-Z 15-Z 
Fort Wayne NS 0+Z 20-Z 
Dlvd Hereford 155+Z 120+Z 
Dlvd PNW NB NB 
KC RAIL NB 24+Z 
Nebraska Grp 3 86+Z 14-Z 
Dlvd Decatur 15+Z 0+Z 
Wheat Cif Nola 20+Z 40+Z 
Beans Cif Nola 62+X   72+X 
Truck Hennepin         25-X 30-X 
Truck St Louis 8-X 7-X 
Dlvd Decatur 10-X 10-X 
Dlvd Des Moines 10+X 40-X 
IL R Barge Frt. 540 640 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. -$250 $800 


